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These activities are not part of the purchased unit. Instead, they were created as additional practice (similar to the activities in 

the paid product) to show how animated shorts can be used to teach grammar. Check out the full unit on Teachers Pay 

Teachers.  

This unit covers all 5th grade Common Core State Standards for grammar (L.5.1, L.5.1.A, L.5.1.B, L.5.1.C, and L.5.1.D). All activities 

are included in both printable and Google Slide versions. 

What’s Included: 

Video Lesson with Accompanying Organizer 

Animated Short Activities – Each lesson contains 3+ videos (a total of 23) with practice that is connected to both the skill that is 

covered and the animated short. 

Practice Game – Each of the lessons contains a game. Most games have practice sentences that can be used as seatwork in 

place of a game activity if desired.  

 

Games: 

Lesson 1 – Sorry 

Lesson 2 – Bump 

Lesson 3 – Dice Game 

Lesson 4 – Task Cards with Four-Way Game Board 

Lesson 5 – Aggravation  

Lesson 6 – Dots and Lines + Tic Tac Toe 
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I love interactive notebooks. I have 

found students return again and 

again to their notebooks to find rules 

and examples. The only problem is 

foldable organizers take a lot of time 

to create. Because of this, I played 

around with paper to come up with 

a design that is quick and easy for 

students to make.  

Rules are taught with 

instructional videos paired with 

organizers. 

Some units have weekly 

instructional videos; others have 

one video lesson that reviews 

the skills for the unit. 

Have students watch the 

instructional video that goes 

with the organizer. Pause the 

video when instructed to do so. 

Have students complete the 

organizer. Next have students 

watch the remainder of the 

video to check their answers.  
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Lesson Standard 

  

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.1 

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 

grammar and usage when writing or speaking. 

Lesson 1 – Prepositions 

Lesson 2 – Interjections 

Lesson 3 - Conjunctions 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.1.A 

Explain the function of conjunctions, prepositions, and 

interjections in general and their function in particular sentences. 

Lesson 3 - Conjunctions 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.1.E 

Use correlative conjunctions (e.g., either/or, neither/nor). 

Lesson 4 – Perfect Verb Tenses 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.1.B 

Form and use the perfect (e.g., I had walked; I have walked; I will 

have walked) verb tenses. 

Lesson 5 – Verb Tenses 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.1.C 

Use verb tense to convey various times, sequences, states, and 

conditions. 

Lesson 6 – Inappropriate Verb Tense Shifts 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.1.D 

Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in verb tense.* 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/5/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/5/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/5/1/
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http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/5/1/c/
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http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/5/1/d/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/5/1/d/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/5/1/d/
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Links to 6 Unlisted Video Lessons on Both YouTube and Vimeo 

These pair with the organizers. 



Three Fools [6:31] 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kSjT_6-a3uA 
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Robby [4:25] 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q_KDH16ncTw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uGOCG-r-HB8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rR6_X3zNRTE 

 

 

Traveler [4:51] 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EicyfcEq6pE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a_XEqPE0pG0 

https://vimeo.com/110327679 

 

All of these links go to 360 VR animated films. Select one to show 

before completing the assignment. 

 

Tornado VR Experience 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uZ3WRYcY4lo 

https://vimeo.com/237401495 

 

Tornado Destruction - 360 VR 2 - Helicopter Footage 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvsvQ1IX1Ic 

 

Tornado Destruction - 360 VR 2 - Train POV - YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-60pyPn1Tk 

 

Tornado Destruction - 360 VR 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kAvrzhBp5Q 
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This link takes you to the Google Slides that have 

all been placed in one presentation.  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1OZKNa-F1pADl14tLhEcRB1uJjwyfcF5hd5VS76naOPk/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1OZKNa-F1pADl14tLhEcRB1uJjwyfcF5hd5VS76naOPk/copy
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Turn the bold sentences into complex sentences. 

Blue, Yellow, and Green hike across a desert wasteland searching for a new home. 

They are attracted to small areas with grass.  

Green spots a large green valley with tall trees and flowers. The three friends race 

down the hill through the forest to a scenic beach. Blue and Yellow stake claims to 

leave no space for Green. Green turns and walks away. 

Soon Blue and Yellow cut down trees to build huts on the beach. Meanwhile, Green 

moves to a grassy area and takes care of plants by watering the flowers. He also 

befriends a seagull. Blue and Yellow become greedy. They realize their huts are 

identical.  

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________

They both compete against one another to build the tallest hut. They bring in 

bulldozers and begin clearing the land. They use the timber to build their taller and 

taller homes. Before long Blue and Yellow have eight-story rickety structures. 

Green’s friendly seagull flies overhead and drops a fish. The competition between 

Blue and Yellow turns to fishing. 

Blue and Yellow spot a washed-up old tire on the beach. They each try to pull the tire 

up with chains to the tops of their homes. The competition becomes a tugging match.  

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________

Their swaying homes can’t hold up to the pressure and begin to sway. Green’s seagull 

lands on the tire then flies away. He goes over to Green’s home.  

Green looks extremely happy. 

Green is living in a delightful meadow in a picturesque cottage with a wife and small 

child. He waters flowers. His wife brings him a cool drink.  

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________

Blue and Yellow look through binoculars to see where the seagull goes. They see 

Green’s happy life through their binoculars. They begin a punching match.  

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________

The struggle between the two causes their homes to crash to the ground. 

Complete the sentences with correlative 

conjunctions. 

1. Blue and Yellow are neither polite ___ 

hospitable. 

a) or 

b) nor 

c) not 

d) yet 

2. ___ Blue and Yellow are so 

competitive, ___I’m not surprised 

about what’s happening. 

a) Since/ then 

b) No sooner / than 

c) Scarcely / when 

d) Whether / or 

3. Has Green made a decision about ___ 

to compete ___ not? 

if  / then 

either / or 

whether / or 

what with / and 

4. ___ had Blue and Yellow began to 

struggle over the tire, ___ their homes 

started to sway. 

a) No sooner / than 

b) If / then 

c) What with / and 

d) Neither / nor 

5. Green’s life is ___ peaceful ___ happy. 

a) whether / or 

b) both / and 

c) scarcely / when 

d) rather / than 

6. Green loves ___ his wife ___ his son. 

a) not only / but also 

b) whether / or 

c) neither / nor 

d) not / but 

 

Three Fools  
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Turn the bold sentences into compound or complex sentences. 

An earthworm tunnels through the ground using a pick. After he realizes he needs a 

bigger tool for the job he is doing, the earthworm reaches into his small pack and pulls 

out a demolition jackhammer. After more tunneling, the jackhammer loses its battery 

power and stops.  

The earthworm pulls out a compass to determine his location. The compass wiggles and 

breaks. 

The earthworm pulls out a small hand crank to chisel upward. Rocks fall on the 

earthworm’s head.  

Next, the earthworm reaches back into his small pack and pulls out an excavator. He 

shovels scoopfuls of dirt and rock. The scoop gets lodged between rocks.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

The excavator rises and lowers several times banging against the walls of the tunnel. It 

then rolls away. 

The upset earthworm thinks he has no more tools in his small pack. He takes off the pack 

and throws it to the ground. Dynamite falls out of the pack. 

The earthworm lights the dynamite. A large hole is formed from the blast. The 

earthworm shakes his small pack to make sure no other tools are inside. A small plastic 

spoon falls out. The earthworm uses the spoon to continue tunneling. Soon he sees 

sunlight. The earthworm’s head emerges from the tunnel. The earthworm finds himself on 

top of a large apple.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

The earthworm yahoos. He climbs out onto the apple. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

The earthworm wants to enjoy its victory. A crow stops by and gobbles up the 

earthworm. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Complete the sentences with 

correlative conjunctions. 

 

1. The digging was ___ very long  

__________ difficult. 

a) not / but 

b) both / and 

c) whether / or 

d) scarcely / when 

2. ___ the jackhammer _______ the 

excavator could last long enough to 

get the job done. 

a) whether / or 

b) no sooner / than 

c) rather / than 

d) neither / nor 

3. ___ the worm had been more 

careful, ___ the crow might not have 

eaten him. 

a) If  / then 

b) Either / or 

c) Whether / or 

d) What with / and 

4. ___ had the earthworm emerged 

from the tunnel, ___ the crow ate him. 

If / then 

No sooner / than 

Scarcely / when 

Whether / or 

 

Robby 



Tornado 

Combine these short choppy sentences by using coordinating, subordinating, or correlative conjunctions. 

 

1. For a hurricane to form, two air masses must meet. You need warm, moist air from the Gulf of Mexico. You also need dry air 

from Canada.  

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.  The winds of a tornado reach between 73 to 318 mph. Most tornado winds are at lower wind speeds. An incredible tornado 

can lift houses off foundations. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.  Tornadoes have different shapes. Some appear  like a wide funnel-shaped cloud. Other tornadoes look like thin ropes. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5.  Most tornadoes form in Tornado Alley. This is an area stretching from west Texas to North Dakota. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  The United States averages 1200 tornadoes each year. This is more than any other country. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 



Answer Keys 
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Three Fools - Answer Key  

Turn the bold sentences into complex sentences. 

Blue, Yellow, and Green hike across a desert wasteland searching for a new home. 

They are attracted to small areas with grass.  

Green spots a large green valley with tall trees and flowers. The three friends race 

down the hill through the forest to a scenic beach. Blue and Yellow stake claims to 

leave no space for Green. Green turns and walks away. 

Soon Blue and Yellow cut down trees to build huts on the beach. Meanwhile, Green 

moves to a grassy area and takes care of plants by watering the flowers. He also 

befriends a seagull. Blue and Yellow become greedy. They realize their huts are 

identical.  

Blue and Yellow become greedy when they realize their huts are identical.  

They both compete against one another to build the tallest hut. They bring in 

bulldozers and begin clearing the land. They use the timber to build their taller and 

taller homes. Before long Blue and Yellow have eight-story rickety structures. 

Green’s friendly seagull flies overhead and drops a fish. The competition between 

Blue and Yellow turns to fishing. 

Blue and Yellow spot a washed-up old tire on the beach. They each try to pull the tire 

up with chains to the tops of their homes. The competition becomes a tugging match.  

As they each try to pull the tire up with chains to the tops of their homes, the 

competition becomes a tugging match.  

Their swaying homes can’t hold up to the pressure and begin to sway. Green’s seagull 

lands on the tire then flies away. He goes over to Green’s home.  

Green looks extremely happy. 

Green is living in a delightful meadow in a picturesque cottage with a wife and small 

child. He waters flowers. His wife brings him a cool drink.  

He waters flowers as his wife brings him a cool drink.  

Blue and Yellow look through binoculars to see where the seagull goes. They see 

Green’s happy life through their binoculars. They begin a punching match.  

When they see Green’s happy life through their binoculars, they begin a punching 

match.  

The struggle between the two causes their homes to crash to the ground. 

Complete the sentences with correlative 

conjunctions. 

1. Blue and Yellow are neither polite ___ 

hospitable. 

a) or 

b) nor 

c) not 

d) yet 

2. ___ Blue and Yellow are so 

competitive, ___I’m not surprised 

about what’s happening. 

a) Since/ then 

b) No sooner / than 

c) Scarcely / when 

d) Whether / or 

3. Has Green made a decision about ___ 

to compete ___ not? 

if  / then 

either / or 

whether / or 

what with / and 

4. ___ had Blue and Yellow began to 

struggle over the tire, ___ their homes 

started to sway. 

a) No sooner / than 

b) If / then 

c) What with / and 

d) Neither / nor 

5. Green’s life is ___ peaceful ___ happy. 

a) whether / or 

b) both / and 

c) scarcely / when 

d) rather / than 

6. Green loves ___ his wife ___ his son. 

a) not only / but also 

b) whether / or 

c) neither / nor 

d) not / but 
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Robby - Answer Key  

Turn the bold sentences into compound or complex sentences. 

An earthworm tunnels through the ground using a pick. After he realizes he needs a 

bigger tool for the job he is doing, the earthworm reaches into his small pack and pulls 

out a demolition jackhammer. After more tunneling, the jackhammer loses its battery 

power and stops.  

The earthworm pulls out a compass to determine his location. The compass wiggles 

and breaks. 

The earthworm pulls out a small hand crank to chisel upward. Rocks fall on the 

earthworm’s head.  

Next, the earthworm reaches back into his small pack and pulls out an excavator. He 

shovels scoopfuls of dirt and rock. The scoop gets lodged between rocks.  

He shovels scoopfuls of dirt and rock until the scoop gets lodged between rocks. 

The excavator rises and lowers several times banging against the walls of the tunnel. It 

then rolls away. 

The upset earthworm thinks he has no more tools in his small pack. He takes off the 

pack and throws it to the ground. Dynamite falls out of the pack. 

The earthworm lights the dynamite. A large hole is formed from the blast. The 

earthworm shakes his small pack to make sure no other tools are inside. A small plastic 

spoon falls out. The earthworm uses the spoon to continue tunneling. Soon he sees 

sunlight. The earthworm’s head emerges from the tunnel. The earthworm finds himself 

on top of a large apple.  

The earthworm’s head emerges from the tunnel and the earthworm finds himself on 

top of a large apple. 

The earthworm yahoos. He climbs out onto the apple. 

The earthworm yahoos as he climbs out onto the apple. 

The earthworm wants to enjoy its victory. A crow stops by and gobbles up the 

earthworm. 

Before the earthworm can enjoy its victory, a crow stops by and gobbles up the 

earthworm. 

 

Complete the sentences with 

correlative conjunctions. 

 

1. The digging was ___ very long  

__________ difficult. 

a) not / but 

b) both / and 

c) whether / or 

d) scarcely / when 

2. ___ the jackhammer _______ the 

excavator could last long enough to 

get the job done. 

a) whether / or 

b) no sooner / than 

c) rather / than 

d) neither / nor 

3. ___ the worm had been more 

careful, ___ the crow might not have 

eaten him. 

a) If  / then 

b) Either / or 

c) Whether / or 

d) What with / and 

4. ___ had the earthworm emerged 

from the tunnel, ___ the crow ate him. 

If / then 

No sooner / than 

Scarcely / when 

Whether / or 

 



Tornado -  Sample Answer Key 

Combine these short choppy sentences by using coordinating, subordinating, or correlative conjunctions. 

 

1. Two air masses meet to form tornadoes. You need warm, moist air from the Gulf of Mexico. You also need dry air from 

Canada.  

 

For a hurricane to form, two air masses must meet including warm, moist air from the Gulf of Mexico and dry air from 

Canada.  

2. The winds of a tornado reach between 73 to 318 mph. Most tornado winds are at lower wind speeds. An incredible tornado 

can lift houses off foundations. 

 

While most tornadoes create winds closer to 73 mph, an incredible tornado with wind speeds up to 318 mph can lift 

houses off foundations. 

3. Tornadoes have different shapes. Some appear  like a wide funnel-shaped cloud. Other tornadoes look like thin ropes. 

 

Tornadoes have different shapes, some appearing like a wide funnel-shaped cloud and other tornadoes looking like thin 

ropes. 

5. Most tornadoes form in Tornado Alley. This is an area stretching from west Texas to North Dakota. 

 

Most tornadoes form in Tornado Alley which is an area stretching from west Texas to North 

Dakota. 

4. The United States averages 1200 tornadoes each year. This is more than any other country. 

 

With more tornadoes than any other country, the United States averages 1200 tornadoes 

each year.  
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Games Practicing Skills 
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Click the covers to go to 
the individual products. 
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Get all reading 
and writing short 
resources in this 
one Mega Bundle. 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Teaching-Reading-and-Writing-Skills-with-Animated-Shorts-Pt-1-DigitalPrintable-3353376
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Teaching-Reading-and-Writing-Skills-with-Animated-Shorts-Pt-2-DigitalPrintable-3574635
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Teaching-Reading-and-Writing-Skills-with-Animated-Shorts-Digital-Bundled-4042574
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Teaching-Reading-and-Writing-Skills-with-Animated-Shorts-Digital-Christmas-4213756
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Teaching-Informative-Writing-with-Animated-Short-Films-Animated-Shorts-Print-5077289
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Teaching-Writing-Skills-with-Animated-Short-Films-Digital-Printable-Growing-5042619
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Teaching-Narrative-Writing-with-Animated-Short-Films-Digital-Printable-5042491
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Teaching-Opinion-Writing-Skills-with-Animated-Shorts-Digital-Printable-5105897
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Teaching-with-Animated-Short-Films-All-in-One-Reading-Writing-MEGA-Bundle-5221167
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Teaching with Animated Shorts Minis 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Teaching-Capitalization-and-Punctuation-with-Animated-Shorts-7445038
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Teaching-5th-Grade-Grammar-with-Animated-Shorts-7622212
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Using-Animated-Shorts-to-Teach-Idioms-Digital-Print-6408314
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Teaching-Antonyms-Synonyms-and-Thesaurus-with-Animated-Shorts-Digital-Print-6297920
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https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Teaching-Spelling-Skills-with-Animated-Shorts-Unit-1-Plurals-7265972
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Teaching-Spelling-Skills-with-Animated-Shorts-Unit-2-Long-and-Short-Vowels-7288036
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Teaching-Spelling-Skills-with-Animated-Shorts-Unit-4-Syllable-Patterns-7378069
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Teaching-Spelling-Skills-with-Animated-Shorts-Unit-3-Special-Vowels-7333354
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Teaching-Spelling-Skills-with-Animated-Shorts-Unit-5-R-Controlled-Vowels-7419964
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Teaching-Spelling-Skills-with-Animated-Shorts-Unit-6-Silent-Letters-7468407
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Teaching-Spelling-Skills-with-Animated-Shorts-Unit-8-Words-from-Other-Languages-7530958
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Teaching-Spelling-Skills-with-Animated-Shorts-Unit-7-Suffixes-Spelling-Changes-7511783
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Teaching-Spelling-Skills-with-Animated-Shorts-Growing-Bundle-7242907
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